



































































































（１） Morison, Samuel E.“Old Bruin; Commodore
























































































































































































































































































































British journal of sociology of education
Computing and visualization in science
Express
Focus on learning problems in mathematics
Hastings Center report
Iternational journal of osteoarchaeology
Journal of mamatical behavior or 
Journal of medicine and philosophy 
Journal of nonlinear and convex analysis
Journal of urban economics
Le Monde
Le Monde des Livres
Muttersprache
Nouvel observateur
Perceptual and motor skills
Political studies; the journal of the Political Studies Association of the United
Kingdom
Russian economic barometer
























American sociological review 
Applied geochemistry
Art & craft
Arts & activities 
Astrophysical journal. Pt. 1




Australian geographical studies 
Australian journal of earth sciences
Berkeley technology law journal
Biochemical systematics and ecology
Biometrics
Bioorganic & medicinal chemistry letters
Boreas 
Bulletin of volcanology 
Canadian geographer Le g・graphe canadien 
Canadian journal of earth sciences
Canadian journal of forest research





Economic geology and bulletin of the Society of Economic Geologists
Economics and philosophy
Economies et societs 







Geological Society of America bulletin 
Geology
Geothermics. International Institute for Geothermal Research
Geotimes
Harper's magazine
Hauswirtschaft und Wissenschaft 
Heat transfer engineering






I.E.E.E. Transactions on antennas and propagation
ICC International Court of Arbitration bulletin 
IEEE transactions on components, packaging, and manufacturing technology. Part A.
IEEE transactions on computers
Imprints
International journal of behavioral development
International journal of climatology
International journal of multiphase flow
International journal of research in marketing 
Island arc
Journal of agricultural and food chemistry
Journal of convex analysis
Journal of cultural geography
Journal of development economics
Journal of Geography
Journal of historical geography
Journal of intellectual disability research
Journal of mental imagery
Journal of paleontology
Journal of structural geology
Journal of vegetation science
Landscape
Langages
Language and cognitive processes









Nuclear physics. B, Proceedings supplements




Probability theory and related fields
Psycscan. LD/MR
Quaterly journal of the Royal Metatooreological sociery




Schweizerische Mineralogische und Petrographische Mitteilungen






St. Petersburg mathematical journal
Stochastic processes and their applications
Studies in art education
Surface & coatings technology
Tectonics
Tectonophysics
The British journal of developmental disabilities
The geographical journal 




Women's studies international forum














簿記と会計 / 榊原英夫著（経済学部） 改訂版
同文舘　1994 （336.91/Sa3/Bo=2e）
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経 済 学 部
経 済 学 部
教 育 学 部
教 育 学 部
人 文 学 部
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